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1 Introduction

Jet in crossflow is a classic fluid dynamics problem widely studied in the last
decades because of the big quantity of natural and industrial processes in which
it is encountered [6]. The present study focuses on the interaction between solid
suspended particles and gas turbines film cooling that is a commonly used coolant
technique aiming at generating a protective film of cold fluid around the blade pro-
file. Effective cooling systems are crucial to increase turbine inlet gas temperature
and to protect turbine blade surfaces from the huge thermal stress generated. For
this kind of application, to reduce the jet penetration into the crossflow, low values
of jet to crossflow velocities and blowing ratio are generally adopted, with values
generally ranging from 0.5 to 2 [1]. The blowing ratio (BR) is defined as the jet to
the main flow mass flux ratio. In the jet in crossflow interaction, coherent vortex
systems are generated in the zone of injection and, depending on the characteristic
of the problem, dominate the phenomenon. When low values of BR are used the
interaction of jets in crossflow is dominated by hairpin vortices ([10], [16]). Solid
suspended particles are often encountered in the flow evolving in gas turbines due to
sand ingestion when operating in hard environments or to the not complete hydro-
carbon combustion (soot) [5]. Dispersed particles can deposit on gas turbines blades
and vanes interacting with the cooling system and eventually provoking a reduction
of its effectiveness [15]. As discussed in [13], particle deposition and entrainment in
wall-bounded flows are strongly related to near-wall turbulent coherent structures.
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Because of the inherent complexity of the problem, a Direct Numerical Simulation
of a 30◦ inclined cylindrical laminar jet issuing in particle-laden crossflow was per-
formed.

2 Numerical and simulation details

The carrier fluid flow is described by means of skew-symmetric Navier-Stokes equa-
tions [9] discretized on a multi-block curvilinear grid illustrated in Fig. 1. Time in-
tegration is performed through a low-storage 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme while,
as concerns the space discretization, a 6th order Summation By Parts finite differ-
ence scheme is adopted. The parallelization (MPI) is achieved by a hybrid approach
using a multi-block code with a ghost layer synchronization as well as block inter-
nal decomposition into CPUs as explained in [14]. The dispersed phase is simulated
by adopting a Lagrangian two-way coupling point-particle approach. In order to
make computationally more efficient the particles tracing scheme, particle equation
is solved in a uniform and orthonormal computational space different from the one
where fluid flow equations are discretized. In this space, the algorithm tracing parti-
cles does not need iterative methods since an explicit correspondence exists between
the coordinates of a point and the grid cell containing it. When the coupling between
fluid and particle properties has to be accomplished, a given particle position in the
c-space is transformed into its physical coordinate following the trilinear interpola-
tion as suggested in [11]. Wall-particle interaction was also considered by adopting
a generalized version ([4]) of the elasto-plastic impact/adhesion model firstly pro-
posed by Thornton and Ning ([2], [3]). To obtain the desired circular section of the
jet, porous media, acting as solid wall boundaries, were also included by means of
a volume penalization method in the formulation presented in [12].

Jet in crossflow blowing ratio is set equal to 1, Mach number of the cross-flow
is equal to 0.8, while the Reynolds number, based on the jet hole diameter and
jet undisturbed velocity, is 3000. The cross-flow is initialized with a Blasius lam-
inar boundary-layer with a δ99% = 1.32d at the jet exit center (being d the pipe
jet diameter), while for the jet a fully developed laminar profile based on Hagen-
Poiseuille flow is set along the pipe length as initial condition. Particles are injected

Fig. 1 Grid consists in about
542 mln grid points. Here it is
shown in the symmetry plane
and, for the sake of clarity,
only one on eight points is
plotted in all the dimensions.
A grid clustering is performed
in in the y- and x- directions.
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Fig. 2 Pressure isosurfaces are used to
capture hairpin shaped vortices. Planar
velocity vectors are represented on a
transversal section.

Fig. 3 Contour plot of temperature in
the symmetry and in a cross-sectional
plane where also velocity vectors in-
dicating the presence of the CVP are
drawn.

randomly distributed at the flat plate inlet section and a log-normal distribution is
assumed to characterize particle diameters distribution with a count median diame-
ter CMD = 5µm and a geometric standard deviation GSD = 1.6 resulting in a mean
value dm = 5.58µm. Stokes particles number (St) ranges from 1 to 175.

3 Results and discussion

Instantaneous observation of the three-dimensional field demonstrated that, as ex-
pected, the fluid flow is dominated by hairpin shaped vortices shed periodically into
the crossflow. As illustrated in Fig. 2 hairpin legs are associated to counter rotating
vortex pairs (CVP) that persist in the far-field of the jet. These coherent structures
influence temperature distribution (Fig. 3): hot air is entrained into the core of the
jet resulting in some ”hot spots” that can be observed along the wall surface.

In Fig. 4 (left) jet trajectory, defined as in [7], i.e. as the streamline originat-
ing from the center of the jet exit on the symmetry plane, is depicted. Jet trajectory
presents a growing trend for the whole length of the flat plate even if jet penetra-
tion is always lower than 1.5d. Jet temperature along its trajectory is also plotted
in the same figure. Fig. 4 (right) shows the variation of film cooling effectiveness
(Φ) on a line crossing the center of the bottom wall of the flat plate. Film cooling
effectiveness is a commonly used dimensionless parameter to measure the quality
of the cooling and it is defined as the gas-to-wall temperature difference over the
gas-to-coolant temperature difference Φ = T∞−Tw

T∞−Tc
. After x/d = 5, Φ is less than 0.4,

while for x/d = 10, Φ = 0.2 and the jet influence on the crossflow temperature field
can be considered negligible.

Particle spatial distribution is also strongly influenced by coherent fluid struc-
tures. Fig. 5 shows how a high concentration of particles is created on two symmet-
ric regions extending along the lateral sides of hairpin vortices.
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Fig. 4 On the left figure: trajectory and temperature variation along jet center-line.
On the right figure: film cooling effectiveness on the center-line of the flat plate.
Horizontal axis origin is here located on the center of jet pipe exit.

Fig. 5 Hairpin shaped vortices are coloured with vertical component of fluid velocity. Preferential
concentration of particles is visible when plotting particles located in the region y/d < 0.5.

Following an analysis similar to [8], in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7 particles are coloured
by the wall-normal velocity. Smaller particles are captured by the counter rotating
legs of hairpin vortices are transported toward the wall while particles hit by the
head of the hairpins are pushed outward.

A similar behaviour can be also observed in Fig. 8 where a map of particle im-
pacts on the bottom wall is shown. Statistics on particle impacts were carried out by
means of probability density functions (PDFs) (not presented here). Only the 2% of
the total number of impacts occurs in the zone upstream from the jet exit (nimp = 178
in region α of Fig. 8). Downstream the jet, particles tend to impact on the wall along
two symmetric sides of the jet exit for z/d ≈±1 (regions γ). Particles impacting in
these zones present lower values of dispersion of the Stokes number (i.e. lower stan-
dard deviation σSt ) and a mean value Stm ' 19.68. These are the particles that are
trapped into fluid coherent structures and are transported toward the wall. In the ex-
ternal zones (regions β of Fig. 8), particles with a wider class of diameters impact
the wall generally presenting bigger values of the St (Stm = 37.64). These particles
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Fig. 6 Transversal section at x = 8d
from the jet exit. The contour plot and
the planar streamlines are taken from
the mean field.

Fig. 7 Influence of CVP associated to
hairpin legs on particle spatial distri-
bution. Particles size varies with the St
number.

Fig. 8 Impact points on the wall coloured with particle Stokes number.

are subject to the effect of the CVP but do not fully follow vortices due to stronger
inertia effects. Statistics carried out are summarized in Tab. 1.

Table 1 Statistics on particle impacts on the wall for the different regions illustrated in Fig. 8.

Regions nimp Stm σSt

Overall 9794 22.34 16.04
Region α 178 36.96 24.25
Region β 1329 37.64 21.90
Region γ 7547 19.68 12.89

4 Conclusions

A DNS of a jet in a particle-laden crossflow was performed. As expected, the fluid
flow is dominated by hairpin vortices shed periodically from the pipe into the cross-
flow. The hairpin legs are counter-rotating and this streamwise vorticity has a strong
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influence on temperature distribution and induces a preferential concentration on
the dispersed phase field. Spatial distributions characterizing the impact regions
were computed. Downstream from the jet exit particles characterized by low val-
ues of the St number tend to impact the wall in two symmetric sides of the jet exit
for z/d = ±1 while in the external regions particles with higher values of St more
probably impact the wall.
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